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Please carefully read these terms and conditions of use. By using this website, you indicate your understanding 

and acceptance of these Terms of Use. If you do not agree to these Terms of Use, you may not use this website. 

 

LIMITATIONS OF USE 

This website is intended for adults only. You affirm that you are either more than 18 years of age, or an 

emancipated minor, or possess legal parental or guardian consent, and are fully able and competent to enter 

into the terms, conditions, obligations, affirmations, representations, and warranties set forth in these Terms of 

Use, and to abide by and comply with these Terms of Use. In any case, you affirm that you are over the age of 

13, as this website is NOT intended for children under the age of 13. NOTICE TO CHILDREN UNDER THE 

AGE OF 13 AND THEIR PARENTS OR GUARDIANS: If you are under the age of 13, YOU MUST NOT 

USE THIS WEBSITE. Please do not send us your personal information, including your email addresses, name, 

and/or contact information. If you want to contact Blissera, you may only do so through your parent or legal 

guardian. 

 

ACCEPTANCE 

Welcome to Blissera! Blissera Corp. and its affiliates (further referred to as “We” or “Us” or “Blissera”) 

exhibit resources for manufacturing home elevators and other products, also provide a collection of installation 

and maintenance services and online resources, which include but not limited to products and services listings, 

postings, forums, means of electronic communication, payments (collectively the “Services”) on the website 

www.blissera.com (further referred to as “Website”), subject to these Terms of Use (“Terms” or 

“Agreement”). By using the Services, you agree to comply with these Terms. You understand and agree that 

you are solely responsible for reviewing these Terms. Should you object to any term or condition of these 

Terms, any guideline, or any subsequent changes thereto or become unhappy with Blissera in any way, you 

agree to immediately discontinue use of Blissera. This Agreement is made between you (the “User”) and 

Blissera, upon its acceptance, and will continue in perpetuity unless terminated by either party hereto as 

defined in these Terms. 

These Terms may be updated by Blissera at any time at its sole discretion. Additionally, when using a portion 

of the Services, you agree to conform to any applicable posted guidelines for such Services, which may change 

periodically. Blissera may send you notice of changes to the Website, or the Terms, using means of electronic 

communication of the Services. Blissera may provide a translation of the English version of the Terms into 

other languages. You understand and agree that any translation of the Terms into other languages is for your 

convenience only and that the English version governs the terms of your relationship with Blissera. 

Furthermore, if there are any inconsistencies between the English version of the Terms and any translation, the 

English version of the Terms shall prevail. You understand and agree that to the extent you are located in the 

United States, you will utilize the Services in compliance with any laws, regulations, and guidelines that may 

be under the jurisdiction of the Office of Foreign Asset Control, U.S. Department of Treasury. 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

You acknowledge and agree that the materials on the Website, other than the user Content, including without 

limitation, the text, software, scripts, graphics, photos, sounds, music, videos, interactive features and the like 
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(“Materials”) and the trademarks, service marks and logos contained therein (“Marks”), are owned by or licensed 

to Blissera, and are subject to copyright and other intellectual property rights under United States and foreign 

laws and international conventions. 

Materials on the Website are provided to you AS IS for your information and personal use only and may not be 

used, copied, reproduced, distributed, transmitted, broadcasted, displayed, sold, licensed, or otherwise exploited 

for any other purposes whatsoever without the prior written consent of the respective owners of these materials. 

Blissera reserves all rights not expressly granted herein to the Website and the Materials. You agree to not engage 

in the use, copying, or distribution of any of the Materials other than as expressly permitted herein, including 

any use, copying, or distribution of Materials of third parties obtained through the Website for any commercial 

purposes. If you download or print a copy of the Materials for personal use, you must retain all copyright and 

other proprietary notices contained therein. You agree not to circumvent, disable or otherwise interfere with 

security related features of the Website or features that prevent or restrict use or copying of any Materials or 

enforce limitations on use of the Website or the Materials therein. The Services are protected to the maximum 

extent permitted by copyright laws, other laws, and international treaties. Content displayed on or through the 

Services is protected by copyright as a collective work and/or compilation, pursuant to copyrights laws, other 

laws, and international conventions. Any reproduction, modification, creation of derivative works from or 

redistribution of the Website, the Materials, or the collective work or compilation is expressly prohibited. 

Copying or reproducing the Website, the Materials, or any portion thereof to any other server or location for 

further reproduction or redistribution is expressly prohibited. You further agree not to reproduce, duplicate or 

copy Content or Materials from the Services, and agree to abide by any and all copyright notices and other 

notices displayed on the Services. Without limiting the foregoing, you agree not to reproduce, duplicate, copy, 

sell, resell or exploit for any commercial purposes, any aspect of the Services. 

  

CLAIMS OF INFRINGEMENTS 

If you are a copyright owner or an agent thereof and believe that any user Content or other content posted on the 

Website infringes upon your copyrights, you may submit a notification pursuant to the Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act (“DMCA”) by providing our Copyright Agent with the following information in writing (see 17 

U.S.C 512(c)(3) for further details): 

1. A physical or electronic signature of a person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive 

right that is allegedly infringed; 

2. Identification of the copyrighted work claimed to have been infringed, or, if multiple copyrighted 

works at a single online site are covered by a single notification, a representative list of such works at 

that site; 

3. Identification of the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity 

and that is to be removed or access to which is to be disabled and information reasonably sufficient to 

permit Blissera to locate the material; 

4. Information reasonably sufficient to permit Blissera to contact you, such as an address, telephone 

number, and, if available, an electronic mail address; 

5. A statement that you have a good faith belief that use of the material in the manner complained of is 

not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law; 

6. A statement that the information in the notification is accurate, and under penalty of perjury, that you 

are authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. 

Blissera’s designated Copyright Agent to receive notifications of claimed infringement is the Customer Service 

department. You can submit your notices by clicking on the Leave a Feedback link on the Blissera website. You 

acknowledge that if you fail to comply with all of the requirements of this Section, your DMCA notice may be 

deemed invalid. 



  

INDEMNITY 

You agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless Blissera, its subsidiaries, affiliates, successors, assigns, 

directors, officers, agents, service providers, suppliers and employees, from and against any and all claims, 

damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but not limited to attorneys’ fees) 

arising from: (i) your use of and access to the Website; (ii) your violation of these Terms; (iii) your violation of 

any third party right, including without limitation any copyright, trademark, trade secret or other property, or 

privacy right; or (iv) any claim that your Content caused damage to a third party. This defense and 

indemnification obligation will survive termination, modification or expiration of these Terms and your use of 

the Services and the Website. 

  

LIMITATIONS AND TERMINATION OF SERVICE 

You acknowledge and agree that Blissera may establish limits from time to time concerning use of the Services, 

including among others, the maximum number of days that Content will be retained by the Services, the 

maximum number and size of postings, email messages, or other Content that may be transmitted or stored by 

the Services, and the frequency with which you may access the Services. This limitation may be result of your 

membership privileges or other reasons that Blissera may establish. You acknowledge and agree that Blissera 

has no responsibility or liability for the deletion or failure to store any Content maintained or transmitted by the 

Services. You acknowledge and agree that Blissera reserves the right at any time to modify or discontinue the 

Services (or any part thereof) with or without notice, and that Blissera shall not be liable to you or to any third 

party for any modification, suspension or discontinuance of the Services. You acknowledge and agree that 

Blissera, in its sole discretion, has the right (but not the obligation) to delete or deactivate your account, block 

your email or IP address, or otherwise terminate your access to or use of the Services (or any part thereof), 

immediately and without notice, and remove and discard any Content within the Services, for any reason or no 

reason, including, without limitation, if Blissera believes that you have acted inconsistently with the letter or 

spirit of the Terms. Further, you agree that Blissera shall not be liable to you or any third-party for any 

termination of your access to the Services. Further, you agree not to attempt to use the Services after said 

termination. 

  

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES 

You expressly acknowledge and agree that use of the Website and the Services is entirely at your own risk and 

that the Website and the Services are provided on an “as is” or “as available” basis, without any warranties of 

any kind. All express and implied warranties, including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability, 

fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement of proprietary rights are expressly disclaimed to the fullest 

extent permitted by law. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Blissera, its officers, directors, employees, and 

agents disclaim all warranties, express or implied, in connection with the Website and Services and your use 

thereof. Blissera makes no warranties or representations about the accuracy or completeness of the Content on 

the Website or the content of any third party websites linked to the Website and assumes no liability or 

responsibility for any (i) errors, mistakes, or inaccuracies of Content, (ii) personal injury or property damage, of 

any nature whatsoever, resulting from your access to and use of the Website and Services, (iii) any unauthorised 

access to or use of Blissera servers and/or any and all personal information and/or financial information stored 

therein, (iv) any interruption or cessation of transmission to or from the Website, (v) any bugs, viruses, trojan 

horses, or the like which may be transmitted to or through the Website by any third party, and/or (vi) any errors 

or omissions in any content or for any loss or damage of any kind incurred as a result of the use of any Content 

posted, emailed, communicated, transmitted, or otherwise made available via the Website or the Services. 

Blissera does not warrant, endorse, guarantee, or assume responsibility for any product or service advertised or 

offered by a third party through the Website or any hyperlinked website or featured in any banner or other 



advertising, and Blissera will not be a party to or in any way be responsible for monitoring any transaction 

between you and/or other users and/or third-party providers of products or services. As with the purchase of a 

product or a service through any medium or in any environment, you should use your best judgement and 

exercise caution where appropriate. 

  

LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY 

You acknowledge and agree that Blissera shall not be liable for your interactions with any organizations and/or 

individuals found on the Website or through the Services. This includes, but is not limited to, payment and 

delivery of goods and services, and any other terms, conditions, warranties or representations associated with 

such dealings. These dealings are solely between you and such organizations and/or individuals. You agree and 

acknowledge that Blissera shall not be responsible or liable for any loss or damage of any sort incurred as the 

result of any such dealings. If there is a dispute between users on the Website, or between users and any third 

party, you understand and agree that Blissera is under no obligation to become involved. In the event that you 

have a dispute with one or more other users, you hereby release Blissera, its officers, employees, agents and 

successors in rights from claims, demands and damages (actual and consequential) of every kind or nature, 

known or unknown, suspected and unsuspected, disclosed and undisclosed, arising out of or in any way related 

to such disputes and/or our Services. 

In no event shall Blissera, its officers, directors, employees, or agents, be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, 

special, consequential or exemplary damages (even if Blissera has been advised of the possibility of such 

damages), resulting from any aspect of your use of the Website or the Services, including without limitation 

whether the damages arise from use or misuse of the Website or the Services, from inability to use the Website 

or the Services, or the interruption, suspension, modification, alteration, or termination of the Website or the 

Services. Such limitation of liability shall also apply with respect to damages incurred by reason of other services 

or products received through or advertised in connection with the Website or the Services or any links on the 

Website, as well as by reason of any information, opinions or advice received through or advertised in connection 

with the Website or the Services. These limitations shall apply to the fullest extent permitted by law. You 

specifically acknowledge and agree that Blissera shall not be liable for user submissions or the defamatory, 

offensive, or illegal conduct of any user or third party and that the risk of harm or damage from the foregoing 

rests entirely with you. 

The Website is controlled and offered by Blissera from its facilities in the United States of America or other 

designated facilities that Blissera may add or change from time to time, expanding in other geographical areas. 

Blissera makes no representations or warranties that the Website is appropriate for use in other locations. Those 

who access or use the Website from other jurisdictions do so at their own volition and risk and are responsible 

for compliance with local law. 

  

ASSIGNMENT 

These Terms, and any rights and licenses granted hereunder, may not be transferred or assigned by you, but may 

be assigned by Blissera without restriction. Any assignment or transfer by you shall be null and void. 

  

NOTICES 

Except as explicitly stated otherwise, legal notices shall be served on Blissera’s national registered agent (in the 

case of Blissera) or to the email address you provide to Blissera during the registration process (in your case). 

Notice shall be deemed given 24 hours after email is sent, unless the sending party is notified that the email 
address is invalid. Alternatively, we may give you legal notice by mail to the address on file. In such case, notice 

shall be deemed given three days after the date of mailing. 



Blissera may change the Terms from time to time at its sole discretion and any other rules that may govern the 

use of Website and Services. If such changes are made, Blissera will make a new copy of the Terms or applicable 

policies and send you a notice of the change. Blissera may require you to provide consent to the updated Terms 

or policies in a specified manner before further use of the Website and Services is permitted. Otherwise, your 

continued use of any affected Service constitutes your acceptance of the changes. Your use of the Services is 

subject to the most current version of the Terms posted on the Website or through the affected Services at the 

time of such use. 

  

LEGAL DISPUTES 

We do not guarantee continuous, uninterrupted or secure access to our Services, and operation of our Website 

may be interfered with by numerous factors outside of our control. You agree that these Terms and all 

incorporated agreements may be automatically assigned by Blissera, in its sole discretion, to a third party in the 

event of a merger, acquisition, sale of assets and other transactions. Headings are for reference purposes only 

and in no way define, limit, construe or describe the scope or extent of such section. Our failure to act with 

respect to a breach by you or others does not waive our right to act with respect to subsequent or similar breaches. 

If a dispute arises between you and Blissera, our goal is to provide you with a neutral and cost effective means 

of resolving the dispute quickly. Accordingly, you and Blissera agree that we will resolve any claim or 

controversy at law or equity that arises out of these Terms or our Services (a “Claim”) in accordance with one 

of the subsections below or as we and you otherwise agree in writing. Before resorting to these alternatives, we 

strongly encourage you to first contact us directly. We will consider reasonable requests to resolve the dispute 

through alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) procedures, such as mediation or arbitration, as alternatives to 

litigation. 

These Terms shall be governed in all respects by the laws of the State of California as they apply to agreements 

entered into and to be performed entirely within California between California residents, without regard to 

conflict of law provisions. You agree that any claim or dispute you may have against Blissera must be resolved 

exclusively by a state or federal court located in Santa Clara County, California, except as otherwise agreed by 

the parties or as described in the Arbitration Option paragraph below. You agree to submit to the personal 

jurisdiction of the courts located within Santa Clara County, California for the purpose of litigating all such 

claims or disputes. For any claim (excluding claims for injunctive or other equitable relief) where the total 

amount of the award sought is less than $10,000, the party requesting relief may elect to resolve the dispute in a 

cost effective manner through binding non-appearance-based arbitration. In the event a party elects arbitration, 

they shall initiate such arbitration through an established alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) provider 

mutually agreed upon by the parties. The ADR provider and the parties must comply with the following rules: 

(a) the arbitration shall be conducted by telephone, online and/or be solely based on written submissions, the 

specific manner shall be chosen by the party initiating the arbitration; (b) the arbitration shall not involve any 

personal appearance by the parties or witnesses unless otherwise mutually agreed by the parties; and (c) any 

judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction. 

All claims you bring against Blissera must be resolved in accordance with this Legal Disputes Section. All claims 

filed or brought contrary to the Legal Disputes Section shall be considered improperly filed. Should you file a 

claim contrary to the Legal Disputes Section, Blissera may recover attorneys’ fees and costs up to $1000, 

provided that Blissera has notified you in writing of the improperly filed claim, and you have failed to promptly 

withdraw the claim. 

  

OTHER PROVISIONS 

These Terms and the other policies posted on the Website constitute the complete and exclusive understanding 

and agreement between you and Blissera and govern your use of the Services and the Website superseding all 

prior understandings, proposals, agreements, negotiations, and discussions between the parties, whether written 



or oral. If any provision of the Terms is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid (including, 

without limitation, because such provision is inconsistent with the laws of another jurisdiction) or inapplicable, 

the parties nevertheless agree that the court should endeavor to give effect to the parties’ intentions as reflected 

in the provision. You agree that any cause of action brought by you and arising out of or related to your use of 

the Services and/or the Website must commence within one (1) year after the cause of action accrues, except 

that Blissera may commence any such cause of action in accordance with the applicable statute of limitations 

under California law. Otherwise, such cause of action is permanently barred. These Terms shall inure to the 

benefit of and be binding upon each party’s successors and assigns. 

The following Sections survive any termination of this Agreement: Intellectual Property Rights, Liability, 

Indemnity and Legal Disputes, Privacy Policy, Content Policy. 

  

CONTENT POLICY 

As a Blissera user you may submit certain content to the Website, including but not limited to forum 

discussions, service requests, chats, messages, whether through the Website or another third party website or 

offerings, comments, user postings, files, images, photos, videos, sounds, or any other material made available 

through the Website and the Services (“Content”). Content is subject to limitations defined in this Content 

Policy. 

A. Every new Content posted on the Website except comments and reviews posted by users is moderated by 

Blissera moderators before being published on the Website. This is done for the purpose of controlling the quality 

of the Content and ensuring that the posted Content conforms to these Terms. All Content that has been detected 

as abusive and in violation of this Content Policy will be banned from the Website. In addition, Blissera offers 

tools for users to flag potentially abusive content. If you think that a Content on the Website is abusive to you or 

in the violation of these Terms, you may flag said Content by clicking on the Report Abuse button, which will 

trigger review of said Content by Blissera’s administrative personnel. If Blissera’s content administrative 

personnel determines that your report about abuse has merits, Blissera will unilaterally refuse, remove or block 

said Content from the Website. Moreover, repetitive abusers will be banned from the Website. You understand 

that by using the Website and the Services, you may be exposed to Content that may be offensive, indecent, 

inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise objectionable to you, and you agree to waive, and hereby do waive, any 

legal or equitable rights or remedies you have or may have against Blissera with respect thereto. You 

acknowledge and agree that you must evaluate, and bear all risks associated with, the use of any Content, that 

you may not rely on said Content, and that under no circumstances will Blissera be liable in any way for any 

loss or damage of any kind incurred as a result of the use of any Content posted, emailed or otherwise made 

available via the Services. Furthermore, the Website and Content available through the Website may contain 

links to other third party websites (Third Party Websites), which are completely unrelated to Blissera. If you link 

to Third Party Websites, you may be subject to those Third Party Websites’ terms and conditions and other 

policies. Blissera makes no representation or guarantee as to the accuracy or authenticity of the information 

contained in any such Third Party Website, and your linking to any other websites is completely at your own 

risk and Blissera disclaims all liability thereto. 

B. You understand that Blissera does not guarantee any confidentiality with respect to any Content you submit. 

You acknowledge and agree that you are solely responsible for your own Content posted on, transmitted through, 

or linked from the Services and the consequences of posting, transmitting, linking or publishing it. More 

specifically, you are solely responsible for all Content that you upload, email or otherwise make available via 

the Services. In connection with such Content posted on, transmitted through, or linked from the Services by 

you, you affirm, acknowledge, represent, and warrant that: (i) you own or have the necessary licenses, rights, 

consents, and permissions to use such Content on the Services and Website (including without limitation all 

patent, trademark, trade secret, copyright or other proprietary rights in and to any and all such Content) and 

authorize Blissera to use such Content to enable inclusion and use of the Content in the manner contemplated by 

the Services, the Website and these Terms; and (ii) you have the written consent, release, and/or permission of 

each and every identifiable individual person or business in the Content to use the name or likeness of each and 



every such identifiable individual person or business to enable inclusion and use of the Content in the manner 

contemplated by the Services, the Website and these Terms. For clarity, you retain all of your ownership rights 

in your Content; however, by submitting the Content to Blissera, you hereby grant to Blissera an irrevocable, 

non-cancellable, perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free, sub-licensable, transferable license to use, 

reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works of, display, and perform the Content in connection with the 

Website and Blissera’s (and its successors’) business, including without limitation for the purpose of promoting 

and redistributing part or all of the Website and Content therein (and derivative works thereof) in any media 

formats and through any media channels now or hereafter known. These rights are required by Blissera in order 

to host and display your Content. Furthermore, by you posting Content to any public area of the Services, you 

agree to and do hereby grant to Blissera all rights necessary to prohibit or allow any subsequent aggregation, 

display, copying, duplication, reproduction, or exploitation of the Content on the Services or Website by any 

party for any purpose. You also hereby grant each user of the Website a non-exclusive license to access your 

Content through the Website. The foregoing license to each user granted by you terminates once you remove or 

delete such Content from the Website. 

C. Blissera does not endorse any Content or any opinion, statement, recommendation, or advice expressed 

therein, and Blissera expressly disclaims any and all liability in connection with user Content. Blissera does not 

permit copyright infringing activities and infringement of intellectual property rights on the Website, and 

Blissera may, at its sole discretion, remove any infringing Content if properly notified that such Content infringes 

on another’s intellectual property rights. Blissera reserves the right to remove any Content without prior notice. 

D. Blissera may also terminate a user’s access to the Website, if they are determined to be a repeat infringer. A 

repeat infringer is a user who has been notified of infringing activity more than twice and/or has had a user 

submission removed from the Website more than twice. Further, at its sole discretion, Blissera reserves the right 

to decide whether any Content is appropriate and complies with these Terms for violations other than copyright 

infringement and violations of intellectual property law, such as, but not limited to, pornography, obscene, 

libelous, or defamatory material, or excessive length. Blissera may remove such Content and/or terminate a 

user’s access for uploading such material in violation of these Terms at any time, without prior notice and at its 

sole discretion. 

E. Blissera may provide a video service to you if you upload videos for your listing, ad or otherwise use it in 

your communication with other Blissera users. By uploading your videos, you irrevocably consent to the use of 

your videos for the Services and represent and warrant that you have all right, title and interest necessary to 

upload and use the videos in connection to the Services. Under this service, using a third party application or 

service, Blissera may, at its discretion, upload your video via www.YouTube.com or another third party service 

provider, as determined by Blissera at its discretion, and embed the video into your ad on Blissera. 

F. If you use, or attempt to use the Service for purposes other than permitted by these Terms, including but not 

limited to tampering, hacking, modifying or otherwise corrupting the security or functionality of Service, your 

account will be terminated and you will be subject to damages and other penalties, including criminal prosecution 

where available. 

Blissera, in its sole discretion, may remove your Content and terminate your license if Blissera has reason to 

believe your use of the Content is unlawful and is in violation of these Terms. Each User agrees to indemnify 

and hold Blissera harmless for losses resulting from any use or attempted use of the Services in violation of these 

Terms. You agree to waive, and hereby do waive, any legal or equitable rights or remedies you have or may 

have against Blissera with that respect. 

 

LICENSE POLICY 

Blissera grants you a limited, revocable, nonexclusive license to access the Services for your own personal use 

(for personal accounts), or for business use (for corporate accounts). Blissera permits you to display on your 
website, or create a hyperlink on your website to, individual postings on the Services so long as such use is for 

noncommercial and/or news reporting purposes only (e.g., for use in personal web blogs or personal online 
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media) and subject to limitations defined in these Terms. This license is non-transferable and non-assignable to 

third parties. 

This license does not include: (a) access to the Services by Posting Agents; or (b) any collection, aggregation, 

copying, duplication, display or derivative use of the Services nor any use of data mining, robots, spiders, or 

similar data gathering and extraction tools for any purpose unless expressly permitted by Blissera. A limited 

exception to (b) is provided to general purpose internet search engines and non-commercial public archives that 

use such tools to gather information for the sole purpose of displaying hyperlinks to the Services, provided they 

each do so from a fixed IP address or range of fixed IP addresses using an easily identifiable agent and comply 

with License Policy. These general purpose internet search engines do not include websites and other services 

that specialize in classified listings or in any subset of classifieds listings such as jobs, housing, for sale, services, 

or personals, or which is in the business of providing classified ad listing services. 

You may not use any meta-tags or any other “hidden text” utilizing Blissera’s name, logo, trademarks or 

copyrights without the express written consent of Blissera. Blissera permits you to display on your website, or 

create a hyperlink on your website to, individual postings on the Services so long as such use is for 

noncommercial and/or news reporting purposes only (e.g., for use in personal web blogs or personal online 

media). If the total number of such postings displayed on or linked to your website exceeds one hundred (100) 

postings, your use will be presumed to be in violation of these Terms, absent express permission granted by 

Blissera to do so. You may also create a hyperlink to the homepage of the Website so long as the link does not 

portray Blissera, its employees, or its affiliates in a false, misleading, derogatory, or otherwise offensive matter. 

Blissera, at its own discretion, may offer various parts of the Services in RSS format so that users can embed 

individual feeds into a personal website or blog, or view postings through third party software news aggregators. 

Blissera permits you to display, excerpt from, and link to the RSS feeds on your personal website or personal 

web blog, provided that (a) your use of the RSS feed is for personal, non-commercial purposes only, (b) each 

title is correctly linked back to the original post on the Services and redirects the user to the post when the user 

clicks on it, (c) you provide, adjacent to the RSS feed, proper attribution to ‘Blissera’ as the source, (d) your use 

or display does not suggest that Blissera promotes or endorses any third party causes, ideas, web sites, products 

or services, (e) you do not redistribute the RSS feed, and (f) your use does not overburden Blissera’s systems. 

Blissera reserves all rights in the content of the RSS feeds and may terminate any RSS feed at any time. Use of 

the Services beyond the scope of authorized access granted to you by Blissera immediately terminates said 

permission or license. In order to collect, aggregate, copy, duplicate, display or make derivative use of the 

Services or any Content made available via the Services for other purposes (including commercial purposes) not 

stated herein, you must first obtain an express written permission from Blissera. 

  

PAYMENT POLICY 

Terms and conditions outlined below define relationships related to selling and buying products, services and 

work ("Product" or "Service" and collectively "Services") placed on the web site www.blissera.com  

("Website") hosted by Blissera Corp. (“Blissera” or “We”). These Terms define relationship between vendors 

of Services (“Vendors” or “Sellers”), that are either directly represented by Blissera or indirectly – via affiliate 

resellers and distributors, on one hand, and customers (“Customers” or “Buyers”) on the other hand. Vendors 

and Customers of Services can be people and companies registered on the Website (collectively “Users”). 

Placing orders on the Website and making use of any other Service provided on the Website means that you 

accept and agree with this Payment Policy, which is inseparable part of the Terms of Use. 

These Terms may differ for each region (“Region”) where the Services are provided. The Region is selected 

from the list of available Countries supported by the Website. 

 

PAYMENT TERMS 
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1. Once the Services to be purchased are selected and added to Customer’s Shopping Cart, the Customer 

initiates a checkout process during which he/she must choose one of the payment methods available in the 

Region. 

2. If an online payment method was selected (all but the CASH or CHECK option), then Customer is 

redirected to an external website for processing the online payment. If the online payment is processed 

successfully and the Customer’s account is charged for the price of the purchase, the customer order 

(Purchase Order) is considered submitted. In case of CASH or CHECK payment method the Purchase 

Order is considered submitted upon completing the purchase, pending the receipt of payment via a cash or 

check payment. 

3. Payment terms and conditions are regulated by the rules of third-party banks as well as payment and 

settlement organizations that Blissera operates with. 

4. By choosing a payment option, the Customer states that he/she is aware and agrees with the rules of third 

party banks and payment and settlement organizations and that the Customer is obligated to follow them 

and these Terms unconditionally. 

5. The Customer must pay the total sum (downpayment or partial payment amount) indicated at the time of 

completing the purchase. If the Insufficient Payment is due to the lack of necessary funds at the 

Customer’s account, Blissera is not responsible for the monetary damages imposed by the Customer’s 

financial institution. 

6. Once the Purchase Order is submitted in the system, appropriate notifications and email messages are sent 

to the Customer and Vendors of the Order, as a confirmation of purchased Services. 

7. The Order is a binding contract between Customer and Vendor. The Vendor must honor the terms of the 

Order existed at the time of submitting the Order, regardless if Service conditions have changed since. 

Any changes to the Order may affect future sales, however, Order conditions at the time of forming the 

Order must stay in effect until the Order is fulfilled. 

8. Blissera will hold on the money received from Customers until the Order is delivered and the Customer 

accepts completion of the Order. Once the Order is completed, Blissera transfers to Vendors their 

respective portions of the proceeds from sales received from the Order (Proceeds). Proceeds are 

transferred to Vendors within 10 (ten) banking days, unless otherwise is agreed between Blissera and the 

Vendor. 

 

DELIVERY TERMS 

1. Once the Dispatcher delivers the Order to the Customer, the Order can be returned only under conditions 

defined by law of the country in which the Order was fulfilled or by Blissera’s or Vendor’s Return Policy 

(for example, the product obviously does not match the description available on Website or was received 

defective, damaged or otherwise in violation of its quality) 

2. There may be items in the Order that are not subject to refund after being received in a proper manner (for 

instance, custom-made parts, specific to the order, etc.).  

3. Services are considered eligible for return if 

a. The Order item is returnable as defined below 

b. There is documented proof of purchase (cash receipt, Delivery Receipt) that are to be returned along 

with the Services subject to return, 

c. The original Services packaging is preserved, and the latter is not damaged, torn, etc, 

d. The Order item has not been installed, operated, or otherwise used, 



e. The Order item is properly maintained by the Customer and did not lose its features or quality, 

4. If there is no date set by the Vendor and/or by Blissera for the items in the Order subject to return, then the 

return deadline is set to ten (10) calendar days from the Product purchase date. 

5. In the case when it is possible to substitute the returned items that were defective or had other 

inconsistencies with the original Order, the Customer (Recipient) will receive a new shipment with 

substituted items. This additional shipment will be free of charge to Customer, unless otherwise specified 

by the Vendor or the rules of Blissera. 

6. Fees may be charged under conditions defined by the Vendor to Return Fees of this policy. These fees are 

used to repackage the returned goods and restore them to marketable conditions for further resale and/or to 

refund the damages caused to the Vendor to make the items suitable for sale. 

7. Vendors and Customers hereby agree that all matters related to Customers protection are set by Blissera. 

Vendors and Customers recognize that Blissera’s decision is final, mandatory and is not subject to appeal. 

8. The refund of money paid for the items in the Order can be processed within 10 business days after 

Blissera or Vendor receives the returned items. The refund amount will be transferred to the Customer in 

the manner similar to the way the payment method used for paying the original Order. Refund for Cash 

payment Orders will be credited to Customers account with Blissera and Customer will have an 

opportunity to spend the refund amount towards future purchases on the Website. 

9. Customers and Vendors recognize that Blissera’s liability is limited to the provisions of easy and efficient 

cooperation between Customers and Vendors in accordance with Blissera’s rules. Customers and Vendors 

permanently refuse claims against Blissera for warranty period of purchased items, as such claims must be 

presented to Vendor or manufacturer that has warranty coverage for said items, as such claims are not 

directly connected to Blissera’s functions and can be presented to Vendors of Services. 

 

LIMITED RESPONSIBILITY 

1. Vendors and Customers agree that Blissera is not responsible for any transaction conducted on the Website 

in connection with the Services. Blissera has right to unilaterally refuse any transaction, payment or 

posting without reason. 

2. The Vendor states that it is their own responsibility to find out whether the Services are subject to 

additional value added tax (VAT) and must calculate, pay and report VAT related taxes on their own. 

3. Blissera uses third party payment and payment settlement services and software and is not responsible for 

their availability at all times. 

4. The Website and Services are provided on “as is” basis. Blissera does not guarantee that the Services 

placed on the Website will match the actual services provided by Vendors or will meet Customers 

expectations. Furthermore, it does not insure that both the Website and Services will always be affordable, 

will have no shortcomings or omissions. 

5. Customers and Vendors agree that Blissera is not responsible for any losses or damages caused by the 

exploitation of the Website and/or Services regardless of whether they are caused by the actions of 

Blissera, its employees, agents, partners, and other persons. 

 

APPLICABLE LAW 

These Terms are subject to the laws of the Region. All disputes between Customers and Vendors or between 

Customers and Blissera or between Vendors and Blissera can be resolved in the courts of the Region, unless 

agreed otherwise between parties in writing. 


